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SPECIAL SECTION: FARM & RANCH EQUIPMENT

GEARED FOR WORK

Owning horses comes with maintaining the barn and property to ensure a clean, safe and com-
fortable environment for horses and humans. For those responsibilities, a tractor with imple-
ments can be a reliable, efficient workhorse. Bryce Meehan, general manager of Team Tractor 
& Equipment (teamtractor.com) in Phoenix, Arizona, helps horse owners with small acreages 
find the equipment that best suits their needs, from mowing pastures to moving dirt and 
manure to grooming arenas and grading driveways. Here is the type of tractor and essential 
implements he recommends to his customers. 

Tractor: “Horse owners need to look at what the tractor 
can do off the front end in terms of manure removal and 
maneuvering inside mare motels and other small spaces, as 
well as dragging arenas,” says Meehan.

For most horse owners, Meehan recommends a compact 
or subcompact tractor with about 22 to 30 horsepower, 
which should fit the majority of jobs they want to accom-
plish. Horsepower is an important determining factor in 
what a tractor can do and the type of implements it can 
accommodate. The larger and heavier tractors generally 
have more horsepower and therefore can do heavier work. 
But the compact or subcompact tractors are able to 

maneuver in smaller spaces like stalls, mare motels and 
alleyways. Meehan also advises selecting a tractor that can 
lift 700 to 1,200 pounds for moving dirt, manure and hay.

Implements: Team Tractor offers “Gear Up” packages that 
include two implements, a canopy and rear-tire ballast, 
which weights the rear of the tractor to improve traction. 
Besides the standard bucket and fork attachments that 
come with the tractor, Meehan suggests adding backside 
implements such as a box blade for ripping up, smoothing 
and grading dirt; a landscape rake; and a dragharrow for 
conditioning an arena. 
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Horseman High Tensile Horse Fence 
Bring additional safety to your pastures and paddocks with the “S” knot design 
from Bekaert’s high-strength 12½-gauge Horseman High Tensile Horse Fence. 
Built with high-tensile wire in a mesh design, it’s designed to be stronger than 
a speeding horse while providing safe, humane containment. The 2-by-4-inch 
mesh openings are specifically designed for the safety of your horse by 
deterring hooves and heads from getting caught in the fence. The smooth “S” 
knot construction protects skin, manes and tails from cuts and snags. Treated 
with industry-leading Bezinal coating, the fence carries a 30-year limited 
guarantee. fencing.bekaert.com

Roto Harrow by Gibbs Manufacturing
The Roto Harrow stirs, mixes and levels wet or dry ground in arenas, pastures, 
driveways, roundpens and other areas without taking power away from the 
tractor. It hooks up quickly and easily and works beside and under fences, 
taking off berms without leaving ridges or catching on fences. The self-cleaning 
mechanism prevents weed or grass clogs. The Roto Harrow is easy to use and 
comes in 5-, 6-, 7-  and 8-foot widths to match your tractor’s tire width. 
Dragsters are also available in 4-, 5-, 6-, 7- and 8-foot widths to pull with 
four-wheelers, side-by-sides or other utility vehicles. rotoharrow.com 
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